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Objects share a similar relational role within a relational system

Analogy: Relational similarity 



Analogy is formed 

1. Component inside electrical device

2. Organelle inside cell

Knowledge from one analogue is transferred to the other

1. Batteries provide energy to remote control

2. Mitochondria provide energy to cell

Analogical reasoning



Three types of scientific analogies

1. Analogical models and theories

2. Cross-domain analogies

3. Implicit analogical comparisons



Scientific knowledge

Descriptions and explanations of things and phenomena

Things and systems of things

- Features

- Physical and spatiotemporal structure 

- Causal relationships

Scientific categories 

- Groups of things that that are the same across some dimension of 

similarity 



Scientific theories as models

- Physical, diagrammatic and mathematical representations

- Exist independent of target system

- Structure of models claimed to correspond to the structure of 

target system – analogical representations

- Tools that provide a means to extend our cognitive abilities 
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Iterative adaptation and development of existing models 

How does science develop theories?

“one of the main functions of an 

analogy or model is to suggest 

extensions of the theory by considering 

extensions of the analogy, since more 

is known about the analogy than is 

known about the subject matter of 

the theory itself…”

Mary B. Hesse (1952)



Combining different models into unified models

- E.g., Ideal gas law

How does science develop theories?



When there are no existing models to adapt, what do scientists do?

They have to use cross-domain analogies – recycle parts from existing 

models

Investigating novel phenomena 



Analogy

- Sunlight causing patterns of 

light on the moon

- Sunlight causing similar 

patterns of light on the Earth

Analogical reasoning

- Patterns of light on the Earth 

caused by mountains casting 

shadows

- Inferred the existence of 

mountains on the moon

Galileo and mountains on the Moon



Analogy

- Dynamics of energy transfer 

in water

- Dynamics of sound transfer in 

air

Analogical reasoning

- Dynamics of energy transfer 

in water caused by wave 

motion 

- Inferred that sound transfer 

involves wave motion

Vitruvius and sound waves



Thermodynamics:

Energy can neither be 

created nor destroyed

Theories of the mind

Computers:

‘Reason’ by 

manipulating symbols

Neural networks: 

Knowledge stored 

across the structure of 

a distributed network

Psychodynamic 

theory of mind 

(not a scientific theory!)

Representational 

theory of mind

‘Brain’ theory of 

mind



Scientists investigating novel phenomena face the same challenge as 

students learning about novel phenomena (novel to them)

Both have to use analogies, whether explicitly stated or not

Scientific knowledge and analogies
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Temporal structure: History of the Earth

If the history of the earth were 

compressed into 24 hours, starting at 

midnight:

- The dinosaurs didn’t appear until 

about 10:45 in the evening and were 

wiped out about 11:40

- Humans didn't appear until about 

11:59:58 - two seconds before 

midnight

- Europeans didn't settle in North 

America until 1/100th of the second 

before midnight

Using analogies to introduce a new concept



Using analogies to introduce a new concept

Spatial structure: Internal structure of the Earth



Using analogies to introduce a new concept

Spatiotemporal structure: Reflection of light



Using analogies to introduce a new concept

Causal structure: Biological cells



Using analogies to introduce a new concept

Dependent: Colour of toast

Independent: Time in toaster

Controlled: Frozen / not frozen; type 

of bread

How long does it take to toast bread?

Causal structure: common-effect relationships



Using analogies to introduce a new concept

Model structure: Gravitational force – electrical force
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Newton’s law of gravitation Coulomb’s law of electrical force



Learning involves the reorganisation and reconstruction of existing 

knowledge

Explicit analogies allow students to recycle knowledge from a familiar 

domain to understand an unfamiliar domain 

- Temporal structure – history of the Earth

- Spatial structure – structure of the Earth

- Spatiotemporal structure – reflection of light

- Causal structure – causal roles of components of a biological cell

- Model structure – structure of mathematical models

Using analogies to introduce a new concept



Implicit analogies: Category formation

Schema abstraction: shared conceptual structure is ‘abstracted’ to 

form superordinate categories



Implicit analogies: Category formation

Schema abstraction: shared conceptual structure is ‘abstracted’ to 

form superordinate categories



Melting Polar-ice causes less solar 
heat to be reflected into space

Increasing heat in atmosphere 
causes Polar-ice to melt

More births causes population to 
increase

Increasing population causes 
more births

Implicit analogies: Category formation

Schema abstraction: shared conceptual structure is ‘abstracted’ to 

form superordinate categories



Melting Polar-ice causes less solar 
heat to be reflected into space

Increasing heat in atmosphere 
causes Polar-ice to melt

Positive feedback 
loop

More births causes population to 
increase

Increasing population causes 
more births

Implicit analogies: Category formation

Schema abstraction: shared conceptual structure is ‘abstracted’ to 

form superordinate categories



Implicit analogies: Category formation

Schema abstraction: shared conceptual structure is ‘abstracted’ to 

form superordinate categories

Inverse Square Law



Implicit analogies: Category formation

Difference detection: categories are divided into different lower-

order subordinate categories



Comparison is a form of implicit analogy that forms categories

Schema abstraction: shared structure is ‘abstracted’ from concrete 

features and creates superordinate categories of abstract knowledge

Difference detection: differences across analogues allow subordinate 

categories to be constructed

Implicit analogies: Category formation
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The main reason why students do not understand an analogy is 

because they are thinking about it in the wrong way

Causes:

- Partial representation of knowledge

- Developing cognitive control (working memory, inhibitory control)

- Weaker knowledge causing a ‘perceptual bias’ which hides the 

‘deeper structure’

Why do students struggle with analogies?



Knowledge is only ever partially represented

“I’ll see you in school tomorrow”

Why do students struggle with analogies?



“Mitochondria are like the batteries of a cell”

Why do students struggle with analogies?

- Partial representation of knowledge

- Developing cognitive control (working memory, inhibitory control)

- Weaker knowledge causing a ‘perceptual bias’ which hides the ‘deeper structure’



“Mitochondria are like the batteries of a cell”

Why do students struggle with analogies?

- Partial representation of knowledge

- Developing cognitive control (working memory, inhibitory control)

- Weaker knowledge causing a ‘perceptual bias’ which hides the ‘deeper structure’
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Teaching with Analogies Model (Glynn, 2008)

1. Introduce the target concept

2. Remind students of what they know of the source concept

3. Identify relevant features of the source

4. Connect (map) the similar features between the source and 

target

5. Indicate where the analogy between the source and target 

breaks down

Using analogies to introduce a new concept

Glynn, S. M. (2008). Making science concepts meaningful to students: teaching 

with analogies. 



Provide visual examples to compare and contrast simultaneously (reduces 

working memory load)

Use relational language and gesture to highlight the relevant features and 

relations (supports developing cognitive control)

Use perceptual features and spatial alignment to highlight shared roles and 

relations (supports developing cognitive control)

Scaffolding attention



Inside

Core in the centre

Three layers outside of the core

Each is bigger

They surround each other

A thin crust on the outside

Scaffolding attention: Relational language

Describing the analogy with relationally rich language guides attention to 

the relevant features and relations that you want them to transfer



Use spatial gestures that 

embody relevant relations –

around, inside, through etc.

Inside

Core in the centre

Three layers outside of the core

Each is bigger

They surround each other

A thin crust on the outside

Scaffolding attention: Spatial gesture

Describing the analogy with spatial gesture guides attention to the relevant 

features and relations that you want them to transfer



Scaffolding attention: Pointing gestures

Mapping between source and target, highlighting similarities and 

differences



Scaffolding attention: Colour and spatial 

alignment

Highlight similarities and differences using colour and spatial alignment 



Analogies in science

- Analogical models: Allow complex ideas to be simplified and act as reasoning tools

- Cross-domain analogies: Allow existing knowledge to be used in the construction 

of new knowledge

- Implicit analogies: comparison constructs new superordinate and subordinate 

categories

Why analogies can be difficult

- Students thinking about the analogy in the wrong way

- Partial nature of knowledge

- Developing cognitive control

Supporting analogical learning

- Teaching with analogies model

- Scaffolding attention (providing opportunity to compare, guiding comparison, using 

relational language and gesture, using colour and spatial alignment to guide 

attention

Summary



Vendetti, M. S., Matlen, B. J., Richland, L. E., & Bunge, S. A. (2015). Analogical 

reasoning in the classroom: Insights from cognitive science. Pdf here

Glynn, S. M. (2008). Making science concepts meaningful to students: teaching with 

analogies. Pg. 1-7. Pdf here

Lots of interesting info and blogs on the science of learning -

http://www.educationalneuroscience.org.uk/

My contact details:

Email: msloco01@mail.bbk.ac.uk

Web: matthewslocombe.com

Twitter: @matthewslocombe

Further info

https://cloudfront.escholarship.org/dist/prd/content/qt5019j24r/qt5019j24r.pdf
http://blogs.oregonstate.edu/smedcohort/files/2010/01/Glynn2008MakingScienceConceptsMeaningful.pdf
http://www.educationalneuroscience.org.uk/
mailto:msloco01@mail.bbk.ac.uk
https://matthewslocombe.com/
https://twitter.com/matthewslocombe?lang=en

